Verbatim introduces new range of storage accessories
Four great new storage solutions designed with mobility, affordability and space economisation in mind!

Verbatim Australia, leaders in high-quality data storage products and computer accessories have announced four new additions to their storage
accessory range, including a 60 and 100 capacity CD storage box, and a 24 and 48 CD carry case. These products form part of the growing family of
quality essential computer accessories available from Verbatim Australia. Space Saving Desktop Storage Solution CD Storage Box (P/N 41843 /
41842) Protect your valuable data without compromising your desktop working area with these sturdy and economical Verbatim CD Storage Boxes.
Available in capacities of 60 and 100, the boxes are made of durable polypropylene, a strong and light plastic with high heat resistance. With a width of
only 105mm (60 disk model) and 195mm (100 disc model), the boxes will only leave a small footprint on your desktop, making them a great space
saving solution. They include protective double sided storage sleeves with a handy writable top strip and colour-coded inserts to help organise and
customise your CD collection. The sleeves also feature 5 universal binder holes to allow for convenient transfer between the storage box and a
portable CD disc binder or ring binder for when you are on the go. Theres no need to blow your budget, either, as both models are available for great
low prices. So whether you at home, in the office or on the road, the CD Storage Box offers a secure and affordable way for you to protect and
organise your CD-ROMs. Rugged Design for the Mobile Professional- CD Carry Case (P/N 41844 / 41845) Featuring a tough plastic exterior and
heavy duty zipper protection, these new Verbatim CD Carry Cases are an ideal product to protect your valuable CD data from heat, water, and other
destructive elements whilst on the move. They hold either 24 or 48 disks in lined protective sleeves, keeping them safe from dust and scratches. The
detachable sleeves clip in and out of the wallets for safe and easy carrying. The cases super slim profile makes them an ideal solution for the car,
home/office or travel. Designed to complement and support a busy lifestyle, they also carry an attractive and affordable price tag. Pricing and
Availability All of these handy storage accessories are currently available from authorised Verbatim resellers nationally. The 60 and 100 capacity CD
Storage Boxes are a fantastic buy at $8.95 and $11.95 RRP respectively. The 24 Capacity CD Carry Case is priced at $7.95, and the 48 Capacity
model is $12.95. About Verbatim Since 1969 Verbatim has been at the forefront of the evolution of data storage technology. Today, more than 30
years later, Verbatim remains one of the most recognizable names in data storage and is an international market leader in the distribution of optical
and magnetic media, computer hardware and computer consumables. Verbatim Australia is the market leader in the distribution of CD/DVD
Duplication and Publishing equipment, providing sales and support services for For more information see www.verbatim.com.au For hi-res image
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